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A research team from the Technical University of Munich (TUM) and
Heidelberg University has identified the mutation behind light chain amyloidosis
in a patient. PhD student Pamina Kazman examines the folding and stability of
antibody domains with the circular dichroism spectrometer of the Chair of
Biotechnology at TUM. Credit: Andreas Heddergott/TUM

Bone marrow plasma cells produce antibodies. These comprise two long
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and two short protein chains. The pathological proliferation of plasma
cells can lead to an overproduction of the short chains. These associate
to fibrils and deposit in organs. The result is fatal organ failure. A
research team from the Technical University of Munich (TUM) and
Heidelberg University has now identified the mutation behind the
disease in a patient.

Antibodies are vital for the survival of human beings. They typically
consist of two longer and thus heavier amino acid chains and two lighter
ones. In rare cases, the plasma cells multiply excessively, flooding the
body with light antibody chains.

In people suffering from light chain amyloidosis (AL amyloidosis), these
light chains are deposited as extremely fine fibers, so-called amyloid
fibrils, in tissue or in organs. The disease is often recognized only after
the deposits already compromise the function of organs. In many cases
AL amyloidosis is fatal.

"To date, little was known about the exact cause of this amyloidosis,"
says Johannes Buchner, professor of biotechnology at the Technical
University of Munich. "Depending on the organ affected, the symptoms
vary considerably. Furthermore, each patient produces different types of
antibodies. The disease is thus difficult to diagnose at an early stage."

A mutation triggers the deadly disease

Using various analytical and database-supported methods, the team of
scientists succeeded in identifying eleven mutations caused by the
disease in the antibodies of a patient with advanced AL amyloidosis.
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Compared to the normal antibody fragment (right), that of the patient (left) has a
significantly larger hydrophobic area (red). Due to its lower stability, this
fragment can form the dangerous amyloid fibrils. Credit: Pamina Kazman/TUM
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PhD student Pamina Kazman and Johannes Buchner, professor for
biotechnology at the Technical University of Munich, look at the crystal
structure of an antibody domain on a computer monitor. Credit: Andreas
Heddergott/TUM

Further investigations showed that exactly one mutation was responsible
for the destabilization and formation of the disease-causing amyloid
fibrils. This mutation causes the unstable light chain to lose its structure
after breaking into fragments, which then form the deadly amyloid
fibrils.

"Our study shows that mutations that lead to unstable light chains are an
important factor in the occurrence of amyloidosis," says Pamina
Kazman, who carried out the majority of the measurements. "In the long
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term, we hope that these and other studies will lead to new, earlier
diagnostic methods and possibly even new treatment options."

  More information: Pamina Kazman et al, Fatal amyloid formation in
a patient's antibody light chain is caused by a single point mutation, eLife
(2020). DOI: 10.7554/eLife.52300
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